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Hereâ€™s a 375,000-copy best-seller made even betterâ€”The Complete Guide to the Bible now

offers a bonus 16-page map section! Stephen M. Millerâ€™s reliable, jargon-free guide is for

average people who want to better understand all of Godâ€™s With a rundown of the main point,

writer, date, and location of all 66 Bible books; detailed explanations of 300 key passages; scores of

fascinating images and charts; and a complete subject index, The Complete Guide to the Bible is

the perfect companion for any copy of Godâ€™s Word. Â 
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I have been studying the Bible for nearly 40 years and have all of the best guides to the Bible I know

of on my bookshelf. I would NOT be without this one! This book is like having a knowledgeable

friend, "talk you through" the scriptures: simply explaining what otherwise may be complex,

thoughtfully challenging common assumptions, convincingly answering difficult questions and, most

importantly, boldly asserting divine authorship. Like sunshine, Miller's Complete Guide to the Bible

helps to, "clear the fog." I will recommend it to everyone who attends my BibleLEARN seminars. I

only wish it would have been available four decades ago! - Dr. Al Gossan Jr., D. Lit., Religious

Education

Stephen M. Miller keeps a streak alive of writing some of the most innovative, colorful, and basic

guides available for Bible study. The Complete Guide to the Bible presents book by book synopses

introduced by Main Point, Writer, Date, Location from Genesis through Revelation.The concept and



the writing are guided by the author's imperative: "I didn't write this for folks who understand

Christian jargon. I wrote it for curious people who have more questions about the Bible than

answers." Thus we find manna and quail that sustained the Jews in the wilderness described as

"fast food from heaven," the tabernacle as a "mobile worship center," the Psalms as "singing the

blues for God," among many other descriptions and concepts using modern language from daily

life.Throughout one finds fascinating details about Bible times, an abundance of beautiful artwork,

numerous cross references and a magnificent index. While aimed at the Bible study novice, I predict

that the more experienced purchasing this volume for beginner friends and loved ones will become

so taken when browsing before gift wrapping that they will add a copy to their own libraries. There is

plenty of substance here for Bible students at all levels.

I read portions from both Old and New Testaments daily; not that I'm any Bible "Scholar," nor any

kind of theologian; but as many others, it gives me a spiritual uplift doing so. I found my first coyp of

Stephen Miller's "Complete Guide to the Bible," in a Publix book stand. It aroused my interest

enough to buy it. I love it. The author is (at least to this layman) very knowledgeable, but his style is

so light and concise, he covers whole Books of the Bible in a few pages. But it's not dry nor

repetitive of the Bible itself (as Cliff's Notes were reputed to be of novels - never actually used them

myself). He adds additional information on origins, archeological finds, historical context, information

about the author (or presumed authors), excellent and beautiful artwork and graphics, and on top of

all that, he's is *funny.* Never disrepectful, he's extremely clever with anachronistic puns and

down-to-earth humor - you'll get a laugh out of each reading (again nothing facetious or sarcastic -

this man is knowledgable and sincerely loves the subject about which he's writing." I'd say the main

advantage is for those who never read the Bible (possibly too much of a time-consuming challenge)

and those such as myself (who can always learn more about this amazing Book) this is

comprehensively concise - an oxymoron that not only describes its contents, but also its virtue (as I

see it). I ordered a second copy from  (from which I buy most my books), sent to my daughter's

boyfriend who'd once mentioned he's always wanted to read through the Bible, but hadn't found the

time. Highly recommend it.

This is yet another book from Stephen M. Miller to find a permanent place in my Bible resource

library. It is sophisticated, yet simple all at the same time. Often, books on the Bible are, frankly,

boring and seem to drag on to the point I often abandon reading them despite honorable

intentions.This one includes beautiful, colored illustrations that spark your imagination and transport



you back thousands of years ago.The word "complete" aptly describes this book as it covers

Genesis through Revelation. Every book includes a summarization of Main Point, Writer, Date and

Location.I love, love, love the generous number of short, colorful vignettes all along the way that

catch your interest and provide all sorts of Bible "cool to knows".While easy to read, this book gives

you the "nitty gritty" details, but always comes back to the big picture and important take-a-ways.

The author asks us intriguing questions to ponder while sharing the differing, common day answers

according to today's theologians.This book tops my list to give as a gift for friends and family no

matter what point they are in their Christian journey.

I love everything about this book! The layout is great - the information provided is done in an 'easy

to understand' format - It gives historical background information which makes the Bible just 'pop'

with new information. It covers each book from Gen-Rev. Has very cool photos, maps, illustrations.

Up-to-date - easy to understand - BUY ONE!

This book is awesome. It is really easy to read, has very helpful pictures, and seems to be unbias.

The writer tells what scholars say and why they say it. He doesn't push his beliefs on the reader like

most Christian authors do.Also, the book is set up to guide you through each book in the Bible. It

provides short, but not too short, summaries of each book. It tells about all of the main events and

all of the main characters. I'm not too familiar with a lot of the bible stories so this book was great for

me.The book is packed with up to date information and makes for a great buy; helpful for everyone

wanting to learn more about the Bible as well as for people in need of a reference book.I'm really

glad I got this book and you will be too!
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